INNOVATION IN THE UNITED NATIONS

The United Nations (UN) - the world’s only truly global organization – is tasked with solving the world’s most pressing and difficult problems, such as conflict, poverty, and climate change. While its success is vital to all, the UN is often criticized for inefficiency, rigidity, and lack of adaptability. Innovation is an important way to respond to these critiques and bolster the UN in its mission. The UN will need to transform and build new capabilities and processes (Ambos & Tatarinov, 2021) and tap into diverse pockets of knowledge, collaborating both with country offices (subsidiaries) and other stakeholders, such as small and large businesses, governments, academia and non-governmental organizations (Bode, Rogan, & Singh, 2019). Technology could play an important role as a connector between stakeholders but incorporating new tools and digitalizing processes is difficult when the UN is increasingly hampered with budget cuts, pressure for clear accountability to donors, and strained by the challenges of a changing technology environment (George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016).

However, like private sector organizations, the UN struggles to embrace digitalization and its specific context creates further distinct challenges to innovation and change management. Core International Business (IB) themes such as innovation and organizational transformation have been studied in a variety of contexts, but to date, we have not considered how they apply to the UN and what we can learn from its attempts at transformation. The interesting case studies of innovation emerging from the UN can shed light on how international organizations with social missions successfully foster internal culture change, restructure towards agility, and develop collaborative cross-sector ecosystems. This article aims to position the context of the UN as a comparative landscape for existing International Business (IB) theories around innovation and change.

THE UNITED NATIONS AS A RESEARCH CONTEXT

UN organizations, such as the World Food Programme (WFP) and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), are large, complex entities that provide a rich context to study innovation, and in many ways overlap with multinational corporations (MNCs) as well as international non-profit organizations. They work globally – managing field offices (subsidiaries) in sometimes over 80 countries. They employ between 300 and 20,000 staff worldwide and retain large, centralized headquarters. The organizations are governed by executive boards consisting of member states which must vote on most decisions. While they receive their core funding from these member states, they must increasingly rely on additional financing from corporations and private donors. In short, the UN organizations (1) consist of many internationally dispersed units; (2) are non-for-profit, with rigid mandates and socially oriented missions; and (3) are based on political and bureaucratic procedures.

Although the governance structures, funding mechanisms and political interests distinguish these organizations from MNCs, some of their characteristics also involve core IB challenges. Two specific IB challenges are related to the creation and scaling of innovation. First, international dispersion and multiple hierarchical layers pose barriers for the creation of bottom-up innovation and change processes. Leading from the top responsibly while promoting innovation from the bottom is a key challenge for such large dispersed organizations (Ambos & Tatarinov, 2021; Voegtlin & Scherer, 2017). Second, when scaling innovation to vastly different institutional contexts, organizations face the classic standardization versus adaptation dilemma and...
consequently, coordination and control questions. Despite these parallels to MNCs and the central role the UN plays in international relations and global governance, IB research hardly ever focuses on this context nor on the transferability of management learnings to and from these organizations.

The key differences between the research context of intrapreneurship in the MNC and the UN are summarized in Table 1.

Our research addresses this issue by investigating how key IB phenomena, namely intrapreneurship and scaling innovation, manifest in the UN context. We spent four years collecting data on how innovation is developed, grows and scales within UN organizations. We found evidence for its contribution to organizational transformation and organizational learning that enables a capacity for further innovation (see also Ambos & Tatarinov, 2019a, 2021). Several key applicable insights emerged around: (1) the nature of intrapreneurship, and (2) success factors for scaling (digital) innovations globally. These discussions provide managerial insights on how to incorporate innovation learnings from the periphery to the core organization and on enacting digital transformation by embracing cultural shifts.

**THE NATURE OF INTRAPRENEURSHIP IN THE UN**

Many notable commercial innovations, but also social innovations, originate in intrapreneurial activity (Burgelman, 1983), defined as entrepreneurship in large organizations. While the importance of intrapreneurship as a source of innovation is acknowledged in the for-profit context, the UN is only starting to explore the power of this concept. Despite the bureaucratic and hierarchical structures of the UN, which provide adverse conditions for entrepreneurial behavior, we found powerful examples of how intrapreneur-
ship contributes to innovation outcomes, and ultimately fuels organizational transformation.

Through over forty interviews and several workshops with innovation leaders from thirteen UN organizations (such as the United Nations Development Programme, The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, or The World Food Programme), we created a database of 57 initiatives and 11 in-depth case studies that highlight how innovation is driven by intrapreneurship within these organizations. While "success" can be defined differently depending on the context, we define a successful initiative as one which emerges bottom up, is scalable, and delivers social impact. It is important to note, however, that the goal of innovation in the UN is not commercial success, but social improvement and the ability to serve the organization’s mission. Innovative products or services, such as an AI-enabled chatbot that provides Q&A to adolescents on challenging topics, mostly have public good character so that they are not "owned" by any organization but emerge in an ecosystem of partners.

It is no surprise that many intrapreneurial initiatives depend heavily on technology, particularly as they scale. According to innovators, technology is often the easiest part of the solution design: the harder and more critical parts are realizing the needs and tendencies of end-users and achieving impact targets. As Mima Stojanovic, former Innovation Portfolio Manager at International Committee of the Red Cross, explained: "The most difficult part is understanding the needs of the user and how to leverage, whether it is a technology, or a process, or a product, to meet those needs. And that has a lot more to do with the design and the conceptualization of the solution."

Our research found that resource reallocation is a must-win-battle for intrapreneurial initiatives, particularly in a non-for-profit environment characterized by scarce resources and the absence of monetary returns. UN organizations primarily receive money from donors to fund activities related to the organizational mandate (such as alleviating hunger), not high-risk innovation activities. They operate in frugal environments, where potential failure is seen as irresponsible and misaligned with the goals of the organization. But this attitude stifles innovation, in which risk-taking and failure are central principles. There is a new consensus among the UN top leadership that the organizations need to adopt a more innovation-friendly culture. Leading this shift throughout the entire organization is a difficult, yet critical, challenge for the UN.

BRIDGING CONTEXTS: FROM CORPORATE INTRAPRENEURS TO UN CHANGE MAKERS

Comparing intrapreneurship in the UN context to that of the private sector, we see a clear difference in three areas: in the incentives of the intrapreneurs, the breadth of stakeholders involved, and in the innovation governance structures. While in the private sector, intrapreneurs aim to achieve organizational recognition for their work; in the UN context, intrapreneurs shied away from attention. Instead, they were intrinsically driven to change the world and change the way their organizations help beneficiaries. Due to the UN's organizational culture of lengthy decisions and multiple gatekeepers, these innovators could often enact change by "doing first and asking later." Frequently many individuals became overwhelmed by stagnant environments and institutional bottlenecks and would leave their organizations. In the four years of our research, we saw several innovation teams fluctuate as team members changed.

In terms of stakeholders, we observed that in this context more than in the private sector, new project partners were brought in readily, which was instrumental to success. Project ownership was not often seen as a priority by the UN, but the tradeoff was that numerous stakeholders resulted in project management complexity and differences in resourcing capacity.

Finally, the governance structures and mandates of these organizations did not allow for straightforward approaches to innovation. Innovation units that emerged would often be positioned directly under the Director General (CEO), sitting outside the regular functional areas of the organization. Consequently, while these units are becoming more accepted, culturally they are frequently seen as non-relevant to the daily working processes of the organizations.

HOW UN INNOVATIONS SCALE GLOBALLY

IB research increasingly highlights the critical role of scaling in MNCs and international new ventures. It has recently also emphasized the role of digital technology (Monaghan, Tippmann, & Covello, 2020) and development contexts (Busch & Barkema, 2020; Chliova & Ringov, 2017). Scaling is equally critical for the UN to address the SDGs. The Grand Challenges, like climate change or poverty, are globally intertwined. And while UN organizations have the potential for global reach, solutions need to be deeply embedded in the cultural context of each country. Innovators often face institutional voids and rely on frugal means. In the past, UN organizations tried to scale innovations alone, reticent of entering partnerships in which they shared management. Today, cross-sector partnerships for sparking and resourcing innovation are key to successful scaling (Bode et al., 2019).

In the for-profit sector, the newness of a technology product or service can be a driver of value creation and standardization is often pursued. But in a context of diverse stakeholders and complex intertwined problems, a solution must be developed to address "wicked problems" that are locally embedded but globally intertwined. Our research shows that evolving ecosystems of actors are required when UN led innovation scales across different countries. In each location, a diverse set of partners work together to shape the best solution for the beneficiary.

We found that UN organizations who tapped into new resources from "non-traditional donors" were most successful in scaling innovation. Traditional donors are governments of member states, who provide the core budget for these organizations, and non-traditional donors are private sector MNCs, start-ups, and private individuals. We have seen many UN organizations drawing on new ways of financing innovation and new partnerships to attract skills such as technological knowhow. Sometimes knowledge and capabilities were eventually brought in-house, establishing new
centers of excellence – for example the H2Grow Platform that emerged at the World Food Programme after incorporating learnings from a hydroponic growing innovation.

To overcome rigid organizational processes, many UN organizations set up dedicated innovation units which would liaise with potential external partners and obtain new resources to enable innovative experiments. These partnerships can even have an impact on the operating logics of the UN. As Benjamin Kumpf, Head of Development Innovation Team at OECD, states, "The boundaries between inside and outside a [UN] organization or a government has locked the development and public sectors in configurations and mindsets that hinder their potential effectiveness. Tapping the potential of collective intelligence, of participatory and strategic foresight processes and of the fourth industrial revolution requires the design of new institutional arrangements" (Kumpf, 2018).

LESSONS LEARNT

The main insights from our study are that innovation can and does happen in bureaucratic, hierarchical organizations such as the UN, and that intrapreneurship is an equally powerful mechanism as found in the for-profit sector. However, the specific context of the UN must be considered (as outlined in Table 1) and insights from the UN may also be transferable to other non-profit organizations, especially those operating internationally. Our research surfaced the following topics, which bear a high potential for cross-sector learning:

1. Intrapreneurship is a powerful mechanism in all types of organizations. The initial motivation of the intrapreneur to pursue new ideas is critical – whether she is profit-driven or seeks to find a solution for poverty. In the UN, as in many other non-profit organizations, intrapreneurs need to navigate the tension between risk-averse organizations and their drive for social impact. To stimulate innovation, we encourage organizations with social goals to take a broader perspective on incentivizing intrapreneurs and reduce bottlenecks to enable faster organizational learning. Those innovations that were assisted in their scaling process by the headquarters imprinted new processes and ways of working on the rest of the organization – resulting in transformational effects. Organizational barriers often follow in country-to-country innovation scaling patterns, without ever involving the organizational headquarters. This scaling also delivers social impact but does not deliver the full learning potential for the organization (see also Ambos & Tatarnov, 2021). In the context of the MNC, this type of scaling would be hard to imagine. Consequently, we need to consider the power of coordination and control in different types of organizations.

2. Collaborative ecosystems are key to the realization of innovations driven by the UN, because UN organizations often do not possess all resources and capabilities (e.g. technology) to drive innovation alone. This provides a particular challenge to digitalization (McLachlin, Tatarinov, Ambos, & Puranam, 2021). Collaboration with private sector organizations is difficult due to the UN’s need for transparency and strict reporting of all actions. Compared to the common view of business ecosystems (Iansiti & Levien, 2004), which are usually built by buyer-supplier relationships around an anchor firm, ecosystems for social innovation are more versatile and stakeholders can take different roles in different countries (Ganco, Kapoor, & Lee, 2020). Creating cross-sectoral ecosystems where different players have different social or profit-driven missions remains a challenge, and only ecosystems with a sustainable operating logic that caters to the demands of all partners will be successful. This insight also paves the way for how private sector organizations could work effectively with the UN – in collaborative global and local ecosystems orchestrated by the UN and aimed at scaling social innovation to new locations.

3. Another central insight of our research is on the nature of innovation units (Ambos & Tatarnov, 2019b). While in the corporate world, innovation units mostly “do” research and development, UN innovation units rather facilitate innovation and coordinate capability development and learning across the organization. Unlike private sector R&D or scouting units, UN units do not have clearly defined mandates and evolve their strategic orientations over time to fit the pressing goals of the organization. The nature of these units is not based on their tangible outputs such as products or processes, but on the relational value they are able to create for their organizations – amplifying learning from innovation and propelling cultural change.

In sum, this research paves the way for positioning the context of the UN organizations as a comparative landscape for existing IB theories around innovation and change. We hope to raise awareness to the managerial issues these organizations face as well as facilitate learning across disciplines to enable managers to foster and scale innovation in a way that is impactful and transformational.
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